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aerodynamics of the DHC-6 with h)ur tailplane leading-edge configurations, These configurations included a clean (baseline) and three different artificial ice shapes. Quasi-steady and various dynamic flight maneuvers were performed over the tull range of angles of attack and wing flap settings with each iced tailplane configuration. This paper presents results from the quasi-steady state flight conditions and describes the range of flow fields at the horizontal tailplane, the aeropcrformance effect of various ice shapes on tailplane lilt and elevator hingc moment, and suggests three paths that can lead toward ice-contaminated tailplane stall. It was tbund that wing flap deflection was the most significant factor in driving the tailplane angle of attack toward oqa, _ta,. However, within a given flap setting, an increase in airspeed also drove the tailplane angle of attack toward oqait stau. Moreover, increasing engine thrust setting also pushed the tailplane to critical performance limits, which resulted in premature tailplanc stall. 
S&C

Figure 2 Typical Tailplane Component Diagram
Pitching-moment is strongly affected by flap deflection for several reasons. First, flap extension extends the chord-length of the wing and thereby increases the moment arm (h,) of the wing lift. Secondly, wing lift will increase due to the increased camber of the wing.
The combined result is an increased nose-down pitching moment that the horizontal tail must balance with an increased down load (see Figure  I -double lines).
Downstream
of the flaps, the downwash assists the horizontal tail in performing its function by increasing the tail angle of attack (AOA). This increase in tail AOA may be too much or too little for the particular trim airspeed, in which case the elevator angle is adjusted by the pilot to either decrease or increase the tail down lift.
Wind tunnel results have shown that ice contamination on the tailplane causes several things to happen.
The Cjmaxand O_.stal I for a given elevator deflection are both reduced from the clean (baseline) case. Also, the hinge-moment can have a rapid shift at the iced _t_,.
Results of this kind have been shown in several reports 2' 3.4.5 for a variety of tail geometries.
From accident and incident data, ICTS was typically experienced on the approach to landing phase, after flaps were extended and altitude was limited.
Pilots reported "'yoke-snatch" and sudden, uncommanded pitch down of the aircraft. The wind tunnel results listed above validate these reports. However, the data collected in this flight element of the TIP provides a greater insight into the complex nature of ICTS.
Research Aircraft
The NASA Icing Research Aircraft is a modified DHC-6 Twin Otter (Figure 3 Table I .
The aircraft was instrumented to acquire three distinct types of data: I) aircraft dynamics 2) tail aeroperformance, and 3) video of tailplane flow visualization and pilot actions and visual cues. Each type of data and instrumentation is discussed below.
The aircraft dynamics data set included: inertial data, air data, control surface deflection data, pilot forces, engine parameters and airplane mass data.
Tail aeroperformance data consisted of tail inflow angles and velocities, as well as surface pressures. Three 5-hole probes were mounted to the leading edge of the left-side horizontal tail ( Figure 4 ). Probe 1 was mounted near the tail tip, probe 2 was mounted mid-span, and probe 3 was mounted near the tail root. Each 5-hole probe measured the tailplane angle-of-attack (_t_il), tailplane angle-of-sideslip (_lail), and dynamic pressure (qtail) at the spanwise locations. 
Steady-Heading Sideslips (SHSS)
A limited number of steady-heading sideslips (SHSS) test points were obtained. The procedure was similar to the steady-wing-level points, except that the aircraft was put into approximately a 17°sideslip to the right and to the left, while maintaining a specified airspeed, flap angle and thrust coefficient. The sideslip was accomplished by the pilot applying either right or left rudder and cross-controlling with left or right aileron to yaw and roll the aircraft into a steady-heading sideslip.
Results
Tailplane Flow FieM
The flow field at the tailplane is very complex due to aircraft features like wings, flaps, fuselage, and propulsion systems, which may be upstream of the tail. Each feature has various amounts of influence on the flow field and, consequently, affects the tailplane performance. Data from the tail flow probes provided insight into the range of flow fields in which the tailplane was required to function. Figure 6 shows the tail AOA versus airspeed for flap deflections from 0 to 40 degrees. Within a given flap setting, the typical change in tailplane AOA (A_) due to increased airspeed was A_= -4°. However, with _SF=I0°, the Aoq= -7°.
More importantly, flap deflection caused significant negative bias shifts in the tailplane AOA.
Initial flap deflection from 0-10 degrees had the most significant effect on tailplane AOA, causing Aoq= -7°.
As flaps were further deflected, the negative shift in _ decreased such that when flaps were deflected from 30-40 degrees, Ate= -I°. Overall, as the flaps were fully deflected from _5F=0-40°at a constant airspeed of 90 knots, the A_= -14°. The shifts in (3flail when flaps were deflected were due to the increase in wing downwash and decrease in aircraft AOA. This was considered to be an eft_ct of the propeller slipstream.
As flaps increased beyond 10°.
this effect was minimal because the slipstream passed below the horizontal tail.
Steady heading sideslip (SHSS) test points revealed more on the complex flow field presented to the horizontal tailplane. Figure  8 shows the effects of aircraft sideslip on tailplane sideslip measured by the mid-span flow probe. Note that these data are for an aft cg. There was nearly a one-to-one relationship between aircraft sideslip and tailplanc sideslip with a small positive bias shift in tail beta. The effect of flap deflection was minimal. However, the effect of SHSS on tail AOA was of greater consequence (Figurc 9). As the airplane was placed in a positive sideslip, the tail AOA became more positive. Negative sideslip angles seemed to have minimal effect on the tail AOA.
A possible reason for this behavior is the position of the probe with respect to the fuselage.
When the aircraft was in a positive sideslip, the fuselage was upwind of the flow probe, which may have altered the fh)w direction at the tailplanc. When the aircraft was in negative sideslip, the fuselage was not in a position to have a significant effect on the mid-span flow probe. However, it is reasonable to assume the right side of the tailplane was undergoing the exact opposite situation, where a morc positivc tail AOA existed during a negative sideslip. Flow visualization using yarn tufts support these results because flow separation caused by the ice shapes on the tail was alleviated when the aircraft was placed into a sideslip in either direction. 
Tailplane Aeroperformance
As discussed in an earlier section, the role of the horizontal tailplane is to provide stability and control in the pitch axis, and to do so for the full range of flow fields presented to it. As seen in the previous section.
there can be a wide range of flow fields presented to the tailplane, and to maintain acceptable stability and controllability, the horizontal tailplane must have the capability to vary the load generation. This is achieved by moving either the elevator or trim setting.
Ice on the horizontal tail did not significantly modify the flow field coming into the tailplane.
However, ice did affect the tail lift, drag, pitching and The greatest change in elevator deflection (ALE) was observed with the S&C ice configuration. The S&C ice reduced tail lift such that the elevator needed to be deflected 3-4°more than the baseline to obtain the tail lift required tomaintain trimspeed. Theinter-cycle and failed boot ice alsorequiredmoreTEU elevator deflection fromthebaseline, butonlyabout 1°more for fiF=20°case. Clearly, the change in elevator deflection required to maintain speed is a good indicator of the loss of tailplane capability.
In addition to this indicator, the hinge moment data provides greater insight into the severity of the degradation and provides a direct connection to the piloting task of flying with an icecontaminated taiiplane. Figure 17-Figure 19 show the effect of ice on the elevator hinge moment as a function of speed for three flap settings. Recall thai the lest poJnls were initialed from a trimmed slow speed, with each successive test point obtained by the pilot moving the yoke forward to increase the airspeed. The pilot force was translated into a hinge moment using gearing ratio and tail geometry values.
With flaps at _iF=0°( Figure  17 ), there were negligible differences in binge moment between the clean and various iced configurations.
These results are consistent with the low tail AOA, low tail C_, and _E results.
Howcvcr. with the flaps deflected to _5F=20°( Figure  18 ), a clear breakout from the baseline was most notable for the S&C ice contamination.
As s the flaps were extended to _iF=40° (Figure 19) , the S&C ice shape was not tested due to safety of flight.
but a strong breakout between the inter-cycle and failed boot from the baseline hinge-moment was observed. Figure 19 Icing Effects on C.e, 5F=40°O ne point to note first was that the elevator forces were not trimmable for any of the tail configurations, i.e. all were initiated from a pull-force by the pilot to obtain the initial speed point. Another point to note was the difference in the initial hinge moment required between thebaseline andicedcases. In theprevious examples, allcases began atthesame (CHe=0) trimpoint. TheACHe---0.015 relates toa 7-pound pullforceforthis aircraftandairspeed. As baseline required a push normal.
FortheInter-cycle ice, theairspeed wasincreased the airspeed increased, the three(negative Cne) as is thepullforce wasreduced as to80knots andthena push lorcewasused to further increase airspeed. Thiscase does notdemonstrate control force reversal or lightening since theprogressive points donotexceed theinitialor preceding testpoints. Thiscasewouldbe similarto operating withatrimtabsetting for80knots andpulling back ontheyoke toachieve the62knot test point.
The hingemoment for the failed boot ice configuration wasinitiallyreduced asairspeed increased, butthenrequired anincreased pullforce to achieve the speed points above 75knots. Thiscase does demonstrate acontrol lorce reversal since theprogessive speed points required pull-forces greater thanthe initialforceand demonstrated theyoke-snatch scenario.
Another interesting pointthatis observed inFigure t9, wasthereduced effectiveness of thetrimtab.Inthe icedcases, thetrimtabwasfullydeflected fornose-up command [trimtabTED,elevator TEU](seeFigure 20).Theinter-cycle icereduced theeffectiveness of the trim tab to provideonly enoughauthorityto counterbalance theelevator angle tbran80knotspeed point. With the failed boot ice, the forceswere untrimmable foranyspeed point, which resulted froma trim tab rendered ineffective by the flow separation behind theicecontamination.
Figure 20 Horizontal Taiiplane Components
Paths to Stall
Results from the flow field and aeroperformance analyses provide evidence of three paths that can lead to tailplane stall due to ice contamination by providing a highly negative tailplane AOA. These paths are: indicator of the degradation of tailplane performance. Additionally, it was shown that elevator hinge moment provided a greater resolution to the degradation caused by the various ice shapes and clearly indicated control force lightening and reversal for some aircraft and ice configurations and flight conditions. The results from this steady-state analysis of an icecontaminated tailplane are an important addition to the work already completed by others in the industry.
However, it is recognized that these comprehensive data sets and results are limited to one airplane configuration, and that the ICTS phenomenon may have many configuration specific subtleties. 
